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Welcome to the biggest MUIMUN ever

Weeks of expectations and a year of preparations
finally unload in the festive Opening Ceremony of
MUIMUN 2015. Under the headline of “Building
Bridges — Reconstruction of International
Cooperation” the 9th edition of MUIMUN has been
declared open with the promise of being the biggest
and most international edition so far. Despite
criticism of the United Nations and their decision
making processes the idea of solving intertwined
political issues globally has even gained more
importance.
“Building Bridges” in that spirit underlines the
astonishing achievement of nations to focus on the
common despite all differences. Model United Nations
can work as a trigger to change empowering young
delegates to actively shape our future. In his video speech
this year´s patron Achim Steiner, United Nations Under
Secretary General and Executive Director at UNEP,
addresses the pressing issue of sustainability, insisting that
“we must work with one another to secure peace and
security”. Steiner put his praise for Model United Nations
in a nutshell: “Each one of you is important to keep the
spirit alive”, motivating the delegates to engage in Model
United Nations and carry the idea behind the United
Nations.
The deleagtes were greeted with warm welcome words
from Deputy Secretary General Sebastian Kaderják and
university representative Prof. Dr. Denz. Key note speaker
Christoph Strässer, Member of German Parliament and
Human Rights Commissioner for Human Rights Policy
and Humanitarian Aid, had to excuse himself due to
illness. On behalf of Strässer, former Secretary General
Kai Kröger thus gave his speech and shared Strässer´s

thoughts on the world community´s
role in current Humanitarian crises.
“Almost all issues of today are of
global nature and will require global
solutions”, Strässer states and
underlines the importance of
supranational institutions in the face
of crises.
Secretary General Florian Wittrock
is very obviously happy about the
many motivated delegates sitting in
the strikingly atmospheric lecture
hall. He emphasises that Münster has
a long tradition as political arena being the birthplace of
diplomatic treaties in Europe with the signing of the
Westphalian Peace treaty in 1648. “Together we are
raising awareness for the current and the potential role of
the UN.” MUIMUN Secretary General insists that a
participation at Model United Nations does not only help
spread the idea behind the UN but is also an extremely
enhancing experience on the personal level: “We inspire
each other”. Observing new friendships grow during the
get together, this
sentence has proven
to be spoken truth.
With Kofi Annans
famous
quote
“More than ever
before in human
history, we share a
common destiny.
We can master it only if we face it together. And that, my
friends, is why we have the United Nations.”, Florian
Wittrock closes his speech and declares MUIMUN 2015
open. Despite being hungry the delegates managed quite
well to keep the vibes up during the speeches. Especially
the musical support of “Trip to London” performing the
official MUIMUN song “Change today, shape tomorrow”
added to the Opening´s flair. In the chatty and cheerful
atmosphere of the following champagne reception
delegates, guests and staff clink their glasses on what
promises to be a week to remember.

By Franziska Funke
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The Many Faces of MUIMUN:
On behalf of the Organising Team: Kristin Dunsche

Who are you and what is your
task in this year’s conference?
My name is Kristin Dunsche. I am
this year's conference coordinator
together with Björn Gedicke and we
are responsible for the overall
organisation and ensure that all
different sub teams work together coordinating that all the different
pieces of the puzzle come together.
What are the goals of a MUN?
I think MUIMUN and MUNs in
general seek to bring the world
together, to form a platform of
exchange - on the level of politics and
diplomacy. It is definitely a mean that
can strengthen your professional
skills. But I think it is also a perfect
way to sharpen certain soft skills, as it

trains your language,
debating and general
communication skills.
You begin to take
other perspectives on
issues, enhance your
knowledge and start
to understand how
complicated certain
issues actually are and
why it is so difficult
for
international
politicians to find
solutions to these.

What is special about MUIMUN
2015?
MUIMUN 2015 is the biggest
MUIMUN conference ever, with a
high percentage of international
participants and a large number of
delegations. We are really happy
about this fact and hope that all our
delegates will enjoy a high level of
debate and will have lots of fun
during their socials.
What was your favourite task
during the preparation process?
A difficult question - probably the
second preparation weekend and the
last few days as all the effort and hard
work finally came together and now
you have the big thing, the
conference actually taking place.

What brought you to MUIMUN?
I first heard about MUNs in the
beginning of my studies and when I
came across MUIMUN I thought of
it as an interesting way of meeting
people from all over the world while
getting to know international Do you have any advice for the
diplomacy and the work of the UN. MUN beginners this week?
Just enjoy it. Be open. Talk to
How much work did MUIMUN's people and don’t be shy. Stand up
preparation cost you in these last and talk. The first time is the hardest,
but it gets easier every time you raise
few days?
Throughout the year we had our your voice.
weekly team meetings, which had to
be prepared — we had to write emails By Sem Wiegand /
and call people, but in the last few Patrick Gwinner
weeks it has really been the only
thing on my to do list- a full time job.
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Sightseeing-Tour: Bikes, bikes everywhere!

„The city of Münster has about
300.000 inhabitants, there are
500.000 bikes. Everyone at least
owns one bike, but most people
have two”, summarized Kai,
member of the MUIMUNorganization team.
He and his lovely counterpart
Mandy were one of the two groups
who gave sightseeing tours through
the bicycle capitol of Germany

yesterday. Our means of
transportation were not
bikes, but our feet, when we
started the tour in front of
the
“Fürstenberghaus”.
Close to the market and the
so-called “F-Haus” you can
find the Roman-Catholic St.
Paul’s Cathedral, which is
(in parts) 750 years old.
Also we were shown St.
Lamberti Church that is
well-known for two reasons: Between
9 and 12 p.m. there is a watchman on
the tower of the church. For the first
time, this watchman is a woman, a
watchwoman so to say. The second
interesting fact is the three cages
hanging from the tower of the
church. They represent the dead
bodies of the Anabaptists of Münster.
A German artist installed lights in
each of the cages, standing for the
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souls of the Anabaptists, who have
been starved to death haniging from
the church tower and cannot find
peace.
Very unique is the Castle of
Münster, which is one of the 216
buildings belonging to the University.
Whoever dreamt of being a princess
one day, can at least study in a castle!
Last stop of our tour was the
famous “Aasee”, a beautiful lake
where you can barbecue with friends
in summer or just relax and go
sailing. If you feel hungry you can
have lunch in the “Aasee-Mensa”, one
of the award-winning canteens of the
University of Münster. After one
hour we returned to the city center
with all the busy bicyclists riding
around, keeping in mind Kai’s
warning to never ever drink and ride!

By Vivien Valentiner

Cepal: Who pays the bill?
The CEPAL Committee is the
“Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribic”. With its
long tradition at MUIMUN the
committee´s
working
language is, adequate to
the South American
member states, Spanish.
For training purposes
the chair duo announces a
debate on the topic „First
Date — who pays the bill?“
The delegate of Panama
immediately turns against
an equal treatment. As she
points out it is clearly a
male duty to pay. Following this
unexpected twist Colombia tries to
offer a possible solution including a
split bill. Also Argentina arguments
in favor of a solution depending on
the situation and against general
regulations. Finally the Peruvian
delegate demands that it should not

be a male obligation to pay, if the
date is a total catastrophe. After
discussing the arguments the voting
result shows a majority opposing the

male duty to pay the bill. A strong
signal for today’s evening!
Back to the agenda: There will be
two issues debated during the
upcoming days in this commission.
Topic A is “An alternative system for
the International Monetary Fund in
Latin America”. The issue will include

debates about how a monetary fund
for Latin American Nations should
be established and whether or not the
Bank of the South is the right
solution, and could bring up the
question of the (common?)
economic interests of all member
states of CEPAL.
The second topic “The fusion of
the Andean community and the
Common Market of the Southern
Cone (Mercosur) versus Doha
Development Round” might split the
commission and could lead to
intense and exciting debates. The
commission has already started to
debate which topic will be discussed
first. However, there has been a
motion to decide this matter the next
morning which was supported by the
majority of the commission.

By Vivien Valentiner /
Patrick Gwinner
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ECOFIN: Sovereign states in crisis — whom to help first?

On the first day of the conference
there’s lively debating in ECOFIN.
As the committee has to prioritize
between mechanisms for tackling
sovereign insolvency and
regulation of commodity
forwards markets, a
discussion arises.
From the very beginning
delegates
attach
importance to sovereign
insolvency
and
its
consequences.
Greece
emphasizes
the
interdependency
of
sovereign states resulting
from the risks of excessive
sovereign debt. Among others
Argentina consents to that view with
regard to its defaults in recent history.
However, others like Tunisia argue
that “people have to eat”, stating that
hunger and malnutrition resulting

from speculation are more urgent to
deal with. The vote following the
debate yields States Bankruptcy as
the first item on the agenda.

What follows is a period of
orientation in order to define crucial
questions and enable a fruitful
cooperation. Greece outlines that
most countries suffer from high
levels of debt and states that the topic

is of importance to every country.
Nigeria argues that devices for debt
restructuring are mainly controlled
by developed countries currently and
aims for the foundation of a
new institution.
France
however emphasizes the
importance of the IMF and the
World Bank, raising the
question
where
debtor
countries would stand today
without these institutions.
Towards the end of the
committee session the debate is
centred on the properties of
institutions for restructuring
sovereign debt including
proposals for a regional approach.
Overall, debate so far yields an
interesting starting point for future
discussions.

By Michael Koop

HRC: Finding the root causes to start finding solutions
The first session of the Human
Rights Council started with a really
lively discussion about
the two major topics:
Protecting the rights of
illegal migrant workers
and sexual violence with
special regard to conflict
areas. In one point all
countries agree: Both
problems strongly affect
human rights and
therefore need to be
discussed by the HRC.
Discussing the relevance
of the first topic, Morocco
mentions that industrial as
well as developing countries get into
contact with illegal migration. The
committee members do not only
elaborate on the negative effects of
illegal migration. Countries, as for
example the United Kingdom,
describe the great benefits they got

from migration in history.
stabilize the situation in those
Furthermore, the delegates try to countries which have problems to
cope with the difficulties of
migration. Another demand
mentioned was the improvement
of border protection.
When it comes to the second
topic of sexual violence, Cote
d’Ivoire explains that they are
currently facing this problem in
their region. Nigeria, Sierra
Leone and Albania support this
view by pointing out that sexual
abuse can also cause illegal
migration. In the end of their
first and very productive session
one could see that both topics
find the root causes of illegal are closely connected to each other.
migration and find possible answers
in the fields of unemployment, poor
economic conditions or exploitation. By Alexandra Abeln
At this point Nigeria as well as
Venezuela talk about the urgent need
of financial support in order to
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ICJ: Getting straight down to business

The conference has just begun
and the International Court of
Justice - MUIMUNs newest
committee - is already in full
session. The court is currently
dealing with the case of the
Application of the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide.
The dispute between Croatia and
Serbia is concerning amongst other
the allegations of committed
genocide on both sides during the
countries struggles in the 90’s, the
failure to prosecute those individuals
responsible and the failure to
compensate for wrongful acts
committed. Twelve experienced
judges sat attentively throughout the
first oral submissions, in which both
the applicant (Croatia) and the
respondent (Serbia) presented their
claims and counterclaims for 20

minutes each. In the following closed
deliberation the judges calmly and
rationally discussed the case and
sought to identify the most
important issues and questions of the
case, carefully taking the submitted
claims into consideration. Main
issues at debate were the points of
admissibility of facts and the
attribution of the actions to the states
— especially in connection with state
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succession and the standard of
proof applicable. One of the
most notable questions is now
whether the factor of intend to
destroy a group of people was
given, an essential factor for
declaring an act as genocide.
With a certain legal
framework
established
president Krstevski and vice
president Rogers encouraged
all parties to increasingly bring
hard facts and more precise numbers
to the table in the further
proceedings. The president, vicepresident, judges and agents alike
continuously presented a lively
interest and good legal knowledge —
paving the way to intense debates in
the next few days.

By Sem Wiegand

SC: How can the UN tackle terrorism?

The members of the Security
Council seldom concur with one
another, but today they did when
setting the agenda. In an almost

unanimous vote the delegates
decided to start the conference
with a discussion about the
international cooperation of
national
security
agencies
concerning transnational crime
and terrorism.
The recent events concerning the
extremist rebel group ISIS in
Northern Iraq/Syria, Boko Haram in
Nigeria and the terror attack on the
satire magazine Charlie Hebdo
shocked the world. Terrorism and
transnational crimes are an
imminent threat to world peace and
security. Whilst all members of the
SC agreed on this point today, they
identified different root causes for
terrorism and suggested different
solutions.
Underdevelopment,
poverty and extremism of any kind
were the key factors named in this
context. The majority of the delegates
called on to overcome trust deficits

and to intensify multinational
cooperation, others stated that they
would prefer to stick to bilateral
agreements. Countries such as China
referred to the importance of
maintaining sovereignty arguing that
member states of the UN should
mainly operate independently and
focus on the terrorism activities in
their own countries. With a lack of a
universal definition of terrorism,
New Zealand accusing Russia to
support terrorists in Ukraine and
Nigeria criticizing the USA for spying
on partners, it remains exciting if the
delegates will be able to reach an
agreement on a common strategy in
the next days. And yet this highly
motivated
and
well-prepared
committee has proven today that it is
ready to face this challenge.

By Elisa Benker
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SPECPOL: A mess of interests

The SPECPOL deals with a
variety of special political issues.
This year’s topics are Nuclear
Waste and Global Security. In their
first meeting the committee made
very much clear, which of these
issues they priorise. But before,
Germany asked to hold a moment
of silence for the many victims of
the crash of the German Wings
flight. Of course the request was
not denied. After the minute of
silence the Delegates decided very
quickly that Nuclear Energy Waste
Disposal is a topic with high
priority and should be discussed
first.
The following opening speeches
showed just how difficult the
discussion about Nuclear Energy is
going to get. The countries do not
only deal with the topic in different
ways, but also argue from a different

status quo. On the one hand there are
countries like South Africa, Nigeria
and India, who have no or only little
nuclear energy production and want
to engage. They stress the “cleanness”
of the nuclear energy source and

reach out for support from
countries in fulfilling mutual set
standards in safety. ”Take your
responsibility!” Mexico said. On the
other hand countries like Poland
and the United Kingdom want to set
“strict standards for an international
regulation”. Words that Ukraine or
Hungary might find disturbing.
Having very high Nuclear Energy
productions, they do not want any
limitations and see that every nation
should be responsible for their own
Nuclear Energy Waste Disposal. The
following days will show in which
direction the world community will
set its sails.

By Tarkan Bagci

UNEP: New spirit, new minds
Thirty-three faces, excitement
and one question in almost
everyone’s mind: What exactly
are we going to do?
UNEP is a committee filled
with newcomers. Chair Sher
Afghan Malik explains why this is
a great chance: “If we got many
newcomers here, they can learn
so much. I know that this
committee will be something
very special for them, because it
is their first one — there is so
much we can do this week.”
Additionally he mentions his duty
to make the new delegates speak.
Choosing the topic “Who should pay
on a first date?” as an icebreaker,
Malik has done much for relaxing the
atmosphere. The beginners get right
into debating and learn about
moderated caucuses, points of orders
and time limits — all while discussing
existential questions like “What is a

date? Or a double date? Or what if
one person thinks it is a date, and the
other one does not?” Japan closes the
problem with an easy solution: “We
should just forbid dates. Only allow
platonic partnerships.”
Prepared by this thrilling debate,
the delegates are ready to get to the
real topics. A or B? Illegal
exploitation and trade in the wildlife

clashes a global
implementation of
carbon credit. Even
though both topics
got favoured by many
parties, topic A made
it to the floor as the
first topic. The
decisive
reason:
Although the second
topic is seen as a very
important one by all
delegates, caring for
the future of wildlife
animals is more urgent. If the world
community does not get active now,
there will be no wildlife left to save, a
NextGen-delegate explained. Now
the UNEP committee is looking
forward to thrilling debates and
strong resolutions.

By Lisa Neidl
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UNESCO: “You can reconstruct buildings but not the
education of children”

All delegations agree: Education
especially for children in conflict
areas is important. However, the
details remain controversial: Is

providing safe circumstances for
education more important than
quality? And how can safe
education be enforced?
This was discussed yesterday in
MUIMUN's single French committee
UNESCO. The majority of delegates
decides to focus on education in
areas of conflict first rather than on
the consecration of world heritage by
new technology. “You can reconstruct
buildings but not the education of
children”, said the French delegate.
Most countries especially discuss
education in refugee camps. Italy
criticises that it would be illusory to
demand for a secured and high
quality education of all refugees if
basic needs, such as food and
sufficient space, are not met. This
sparks a controversial discussion
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although Italy emphasizes that the
general demand for education in
refugee camps is not questioned. All
countries agree that the delicate issue
is to balance the interests of majority
and minorities regarding language,
culture and religion in education.
The delegation of Qatar sees a chance
in inter-cultural education as this
would help to prevent racism. At this
point of the debate an unmoderated
caucus is needed, in which everyone
participates eagerly. “Due to the great
motivation
and
thorough
preparation of all delegates, we have
already come quite far today”, Nour
Fellah, UNESCO’s chair, remarks
that “the level of French of the
participants is remarkable”

By Elisa Miebach

UNODC: „First solve the narcoterrorism”
Powered by excessive finanthis new type of terror first in

cial compulsion and bigoted
illusions of drug trafficker the
number of illegal drug and
international crime cases rose
especially since 1980. Police
attacks e.g. in Peru are only one
consequence of this un-controlled
development. The importance of
the topic is well known, but it is
still un-solved.
The United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime UNODC chaired
by Sinziana Iancu and Xoha Salman
and consisting of 33 students
especially from the field of law and
politics including two NextGen´s,
voted almost unanimously for setting
the agenda. Already while introducing the rules of procedure some
member states, experts in MUN
conferences, negoti-ate verbal and
unwritten agreements between closeby states, inter alia still in their

national language.
After listening to passionate
opening statements from sev-eral
nations, the majority came to a
mutual agreement.
“First we have to solve ter-rorism,
subsequently we easi-ly can deal with
corruption”, seems to be the conjoint
posi-tion. The leading topic for the
first sessions is “narco-terrorism —
the financial backbone of terrorist
organi-sations”. Peru’s President
Fernando Belaunde Terry mentioned

1983 after nar-cotics dealer tried to
increase their profit and funded
opera-tions by drugs in way of terrorist attacks. Many states are
affected by this brutal form of illegal
enrichment and spread of ideology
to enlarge their influence.
“It’s the most visible topic for the
society”, stated the German delegate
with na-tional imprint in favor of a
stop of organized crime. Alt-hough
there is already a great and helpful
progress, Nigeria added, reminding
that an eradication of crime is essential for preventing a “trap of
international security”.
In the second topic, UNODC will
consider the “rule of corruption —
politicians and national authorities
entangled by liaisons with organized
crime”.

By Lukas Splitthoff
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Today's Schedule
09:00-13:00 Committee Session 1
12:00-13:00 Lunch A
13:00-14:00 Lunch B
13:00-18:00 Committee Session 2
21:00-03:00 Global Village Party
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Learning languages with MUIMUN:

Lost in translation
One could easily argue that half of all misunderstandings result from a lack
of communication. You better not get lost in translation when entering the
multi-national MUN floor. Caution when using the German “Tschüss” (Bye)
on your new friend from Pakistan. He might look slightly offended and ask
you why you think he was boring. “Chuss” in Urdu translates into “lame”.
Apropos friendship: People from Russia and Romania seem to have slightly
different interpretations when it comes to relationships. When you say the
Russian word for friendship every a Russian will know you are talking about
“friendship”, while a Romanian will wonder why you start talking about
chainsaws out of the blue.

Evening Event:
Global Village Party
Be on board when once a year Münster turns to be a vibrant mixture of
colours, spicy foods and fancy dancing moves. The Global Village Party has
always been the greatest highlight with every MUIMUN delegate. Let the
tunes catch you and spend a fabulous night on the dance floor. Your new
friends will gladly appreciate any contribution to the buffet. Traditional
foods from around the world will take you on a culinary journey and give
you the energy needed for fancy dancing performances. Please do not
forget to dress up in traditional clothes from your country of origin. Doors
will open at 9 pm, Club Gazelle, Servatiiplatz 1, 48143 Münster.

Connect youself
#muimun2015
Send us a note at Instagramm,
Twitter, Facebook or feed our
anonymous Gossip Box in the hall.

MUIMUN in number
60 kg of banana, 40 kg of apples
and a huge amount of pastries are
bought by the logistic team to care
for recreative but content regarding
coffee breaks. In addition they
organized 5 kg snack for the buffet
after opening ceremony. Best for you,
we do not especially mention the
liters of alcohol you have drunken in
total. Good to know this quantity of
tasty food equates the amount of a
small elephant living in Africa of
China — baraag!!

I

Who is it?

am a politician, with a lot of style. When I drive my motorbike, you can
see me smile. I like money, as we all do and want to change its share in
the EU. My partners don’t think my attempts are nice, but I don’t want
to compromise. I am in the media, sometimes shown as a saviour
sometimes criticised for my behaviour. As you can see, I am quite a
controversy. Who am I?
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